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about VV
Veggie Visa’s mission is to share tips and tricks
to help its readers live a vegan lifestyle whether
it’s on the road or at home.
I love trying delicious vegan restaurants,
shopping at awesome vegan-friendly stores,
staying in eco-friendly hotels when I travel, and
cooking quick and easy vegan recipes.
I’m devoted to sharing all my finds, tips, and
tricks with my readers so they can live a
happier and healthier vegan lifestyle.
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blog statistics
Both lifestyle and travel content is
created with SEO in mind. This
means, I research popularity of
keyword terms and craft articles
around the most searched topics
on the internet. This guarantees
that articles rank and information
in them is relevant to the end
user's intent.
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about me
Hi! I’m Randi, creator of Veggie Visa and co-creator the popular travel
website Just a Pack. I’m currently based in Prague, Czech Republic but am a
wanderer at heart.
I left my life in NYC and job in legal marketing behind in 2014 to travel the
world. Since then I’ve been to over 30 countries, and have no plans to stop
traveling any time soon.
I’m a vegan (of course), love to cook. I love cows and bees, and think cacti are
the most beautiful plants on the planet.
My written work has been featured in publications like Marie Claire, XOJane,
and A Women’s Thing. I have a background in communications and
marketing, culinary arts, and am a certified health coach.

video sponsorships

reviews
Are you trying to get the word out about your
vegan or eco-friendly business or product? I'd
love to hear about it!

Do you have a vegan product or business and
want to be featured in one of my Youtube
videos? Give me a shout!

If it sounds awesome, we can discuss ways I
can craft an honest review for my audience.

I just launched a channel and it's off to an
awesome start!

DMO Partnerships
Do you have an incredible vegan-friendly
destination you want to promote? Let's chat!
Travel is my passion, and sharing amazing
spots around the world through video or
written guides is my wheelhouse.

social media
Want me to promote your vegan brand or
product to my social media followers? Want
me to take over your Instagram account?
Have another idea that involves Social Media?
Let's converse!

social media

@veggievisa

@veggievisa

@veggie_visa

@veggievisa

@veggievisa

As of January 2021

Rate Sheet
www.veggievisa.com

Sponsored Articles
Sponsored articles on the Veggie Visa website start at the rate of €350. Articles are
1,600 or longer in length and include one do-follow link of your choosing. Anchor
text can also be chosen by you if requested.

Sponsored Video
Sponsored videos for the Veggie Visa Youtube Channel start at €150. The final
price depends on length, product placement, and product promotion (mention
vs. entire video focus)

Social Media
Rates per social media post are as follows:
Facebook - €50 per page post
Instagram - €50 per post
Instagram Stories - €15 per story
Twitter - €10 per tweet
All posts include one company tag/mention and hashtag of your choosing, to be
agreed upon in advance.

Day Rate
My day rate for press trips is €150. This does not include transportation, accommodations,
entrance fees, or content creation.

Note: Sponsorship notices are always included in content created.

